As high school seniors around the country prepare for the transition to college, HART members have been busy making sure that Hofstra is fresh on their minds. The spring college fair season has wrapped up, and the first wave of our annual Telecounseling effort was a great success. This year, HART members got a second chance to participate in Telecounseling 2002, where they called and congratulated accepted students. We are proud to report that there are more students than ever interested in Hofstra!

In the next issue, you’ll meet 2002 HART Volunteers of the Year Guy Adamo ‘77, ‘79 and Ivette Rodriguez ‘92 as well as 2002 Hofstra CAN! Volunteer of the Year, Bill Agresti ‘78!

Thank you to the following HARTs who participated in our first telecounseling effort:
(list as of April 7, 2002)

Elliott Auerbach ‘74
Jessica Baker ‘97
Gail Berch ‘91
Dave Coleman ‘88
Charlie Dyson ‘55
Martin Goldberg ‘79
Beth Goldman ‘66
Michelle Griffin ‘88
Albert Habersberger ‘65
Joe Heaney ‘53
David Leaf ‘67
Barry Lemieux ‘61
Frank Lindner ‘98
Tony Liotta ‘76
Roslyn Newman ‘67
Linda Obedzinski ‘88
Craig Pavlik ‘89
Ann Perlmutter ‘87
Elyse Power ‘95
Kate Reeve ‘90
Ed Samuels ‘64
Robert Schertzer ‘73
Iris Schwarz ‘00
Mitch Silvey ‘70
Jonathan Solomon ‘76
Lynn Story ‘95
Irene Sullivan Shatz ‘59
Philip Welt ‘83
Leatrice Yelman ‘49

The Eighth Annual HART Leadership Institute
July 26-27, 2002
LIGHTS-CAMERA-ACTION!
Get your backstage pass as HARTs take Hollywood by storm. At this year’s Institute, HARTs will be featured in a commercial for Hofstra!

Hofstra CAN!
(Career Assistance Network)
Calling All Alumni!

Now more than ever, students are in need of career counseling. As graduation approaches, many students are left to wonder where their Hofstra degree will lead them. You can help to ease their anxieties about the job search process, resume writing and what to expect of the “real world.” Answer the questions you wish someone had answered for you before you set out on your adventure!

What can alumni do to help the Hofstra CAN! program? Alumni can participate in a number of ways, and as volunteers, you choose your level of involvement.

If you prefer to work with a student one-on-one, you can be an alumni mentor! Once you sign up for the program, your name is added to our database. When student a requests a mentor, we carefully match an alumna/us and student who have similar interests and backgrounds. We will send you the contact information for your student and let you handle the rest. Call, e-mail or meet for coffee! No matter how you communicate, the student is sure to benefit from your career experience and expertise.

If you feel you don’t have the time to dedicate to one student, then come to campus and be a panelist. Addressing a group of students will certainly allow you to share your secrets for success. If you can’t make it to campus, but would welcome a group of students to your place of business, we can arrange for them to visit you for a day on the job.

Of course, we always welcome Hofstra alumni who are willing to share job and internship opportunities, but alumni are not obligated to find jobs for students.